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Abstract

Deep learning (DL) training is data-intensive and often bot-
tlenecked by fetching data from remote storage. Recognizing
that many samples’ sizes diminish during data preprocessing,
we explore selectively offloading preprocessing to remote
storage tomitigate data traffic.We conduct a case study to un-
cover the potential benefits and challenges of this approach.
We then propose SOPHON, a framework that selectively
offloads preprocessing tasks at a fine granularity in order
to reduce data traffic, utilizing online profiling and adaptive
algorithms to optimize for every sample in every training
scenario. Our results show that SOPHON can reduce data
traffic and training time by 1.2-2.2x over existing solutions.
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1 Introduction

Deep Learning (DL) has become a pivotal technology across
various domains, including computer vision, natural lan-
guage processing, and audio processing [1–5]. Concurrently,
cloud platforms have increasingly come to provide special-
ized services to facilitate DL training [6–8].
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DL training is characterized by its intense computational
and data requirements [9–21], necessitating substantial stor-
age for vast datasets, CPU resources for data preprocessing,
and powerful GPUs for executing complex neural network
models. The sheer volume of data used in DL training, now
scaling to tens or even hundreds of terabytes [20, 22], sur-
passes the local storage capacities of most cloud compute
nodes. As a result, cloud DL training typically decouples stor-
age from compute, executing training on compute nodes that
fetch data from remote storage clusters such as distributed
file systems or object stores [23–26] to handle the extensive
data volume requirements.
However, the bandwidth for data transfer from remote

storage to compute nodes is often constrained, frequently
becoming a critical bottleneck for DL workloads and limiting
GPU utilization [18–21]. As GPUs become faster, this data
fetch bottleneck becomes increasingly problematic.
A variety of strategies have been proposed to mitigate

data fetch bottlenecks. Existing approaches mainly focus on
selectively caching data in local storage or memory [16–20,
27, 28]. However, these methods are limited by the capacities
of local storage andmemory—a limitation that becomesmore
pronounced as datasets continue to increase in size. Other
solutions explore storing preprocessed dataset in remote
storage for repeated use across all epochs [29–31]. However,
this approach risks compromising training accuracy, since
the variability introduced by random data transformations
during preprocessing is crucial for effective learning.

While previous studies [32–36] have delved into offloading
preprocessing, their focus has been on alleviating CPU-based
preprocessing bottlenecks by offloading tasks to additional
CPU nodes, missing the opportunity to mitigate data fetch
traffic. Furthermore, many of these works offload preprocess-
ing operations en masse, and all of them apply a uniform
approach across all data samples. This coarse-grained ap-
proach overlooks the fact that, as we demonstrate in our
paper, a great portion of samples reach a minimum size dur-
ing intermediate stages of the preprocessing pipeline.
In our paper, we utilize preprocessing offloading differ-

ently: by observing that many data samples exhibit size re-

ductions at intermediate stages of the preprocessing pipeline,

we propose to selectively offload parts of preprocessing for

certain samples to the remote storage server. Given that the
bandwidthwithin a storage cluster (intra-cluster) is generally
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Operation Data Data To Near
Selective Partial Selective Storage

tf.data svc — — — —

GoldMiner ✔ — — —

FastFlow — ✔ — —

cedar ✔ — — —

SOPHON ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Table 1. Existing Offloading [32–35] vs. SOPHON.

much greater than that between the storage and compute
clusters (inter-cluster) [37–40], our approach seeks to pre-
process larger samples within the storage cluster itself. This
methodology aims to minimize data traffic between remote
storage and compute nodes by transmitting smaller, partially
preprocessed samples, thereby optimizing network usage
and enhancing training efficiency.

Crafting the optimal strategy for preprocessing offloading
is complex. Our analysis of specific DLworkloads’ prepropre-
cessing pipelines reveals several insights: not every workload
necessitates offloading, not every sample benefits from it,
and offloading can incur varying levels of additional CPU
load on the remote server, potentially creating new bottle-
necks. Thus, an effective solution must address three critical
questions: (1) Does a particular workload require preprocess-
ing offloading to mitigate network traffic? (2) Which specific
samples should undergo offloading? (3) For those samples
identified, which preprocessing operations are most suitable
for offloading?

In response, we introduce SOPHON (SelectivelyOffloading
PreprocessingwithHybridOperationsNear-storage), a frame-
work designed to selectively offload DL preprocessing tasks
to remote storage servers with the goal of reducing data
transfer traffic. SOPHON has two key components: (1) A
two-stage profiler that collects essential metrics for making
offloading decisions. Offloading is activated only when the
workload is identified as I/O-bound during profiling. (2) A de-
cision engine that determines which samples to offload and
identifies the specific operations to offload for each chosen
sample, striking a balance between reducing traffic and man-
aging CPU overhead. Together, these components enable
SOPHON to provide tailored offloading strategies to meet
the unique needs and constraints of each training scenario.
As Table 1 shows, SOPHON is the first work that imple-

ments data-selective offloading for DL preprocessing, where
"data-selective" refers to selecting specific samples for of-
floading based on each individual sample’s characteristics.
Our evaluation results demonstrate that SOPHON can

effectively enhance training efficiency, achieving a 1.2-2.2x
reduction in training time over existing solutions.
SOPHON is tailored for specific DL training workloads

where remote IO is a bottleneck. It may not offer advantages
in certain scenarios, such as with Large Language Models.
Further details are discussed in Section 5.

We also discuss future work in Section 6.
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Figure 1. Analysis of Preprocessing Pipeline. The figures

are explained in Section 2.

2 Preprocessing Analysis

A typical DL training iteration entails: (1) Fetching data from
storage, (2) Preprocessing data on CPUs, (3) Transferring
data to GPUs, (4) Forward propagation for predictions, (5)
Backward propagation for parameter updates.
In this section, we analyze the preprocessing pipeline of

a specific DL workload, revealing opportunities and chal-
lenges in minimizing data traffic through strategic offloading
of preprocessing tasks. Our investigation is anchored in a
case study on image classification workloads. We employ
the official PyTorch example training script, sourced from
its GitHub repository [41], conducting experiments on sub-
sets of two key datasets in computer vision DL research:
OpenImages [22] and ImageNet [42].

The workload’s preprocessing pipeline consists of five key
operations: (1) Decode: Converts raw binary (e.g., JPEG) to
an image object for manipulation via Python libraries like
PIL; (2) RandomResizedCrop: Crops a random image sec-
tion and resizes it to a specified size; (3) RandomHorizon-

talFlip: Flips the image horizontally at random; (4) ToTen-
sor: Transforms the PIL Image from a uint8 ([0,255]) list to a
float Tensor, scaling to [0.0, 1.0]. (5) Normalize: Normalizes
the tensor image with mean and standard deviation.

Bymeasuring file sizes before and after each preprocessing
step and assessing the preprocessing time cost, we arrived
at several key findings:
Finding #1: Variations in file size across the preprocess-

ing steps highlight opportunities for reducing data transfers

through preprocessing offloading. For example, as illustrated
in Figure 1a, Sample A’s size drops from 462KB raw JPEG to
151KB post RandomResizedCrop—when the image is cropped
and resized to 224x224 pixels, with each pixel’s R/G/B value
represented by 1 byte. This suggests that offloading Decode
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and RandomResizedCrop to the remote storage server before
network transmission can notably reduce data traffic.
Finding #2: The observation that the minimum file size oc-

curs before the final preprocessing step suggests a decomposed

preprocessing offloading approach. Existing offloading frame-
works often consider the entire preprocessing as a singular
unit [32, 33], missing opportunities for data traffic reduction.
As depicted in Figure 1a, the file size post-Normalize is 4x
larger than after RandomResizedCrop and RandomHorizon-
talFlip, due to the ToTensor operation converting pixel values
from 1 byte per R/G/B to 4 byte floats. Thus, to minimize
network traffic, an offloading framework should permit the
selective offloading of specific preprocessing operations.
Finding #3: The varied impact of preprocessing offloading

across different images necessitates finer-grained decision mak-

ing. For instance, Sample B’s smallest file size occurs in its
raw JPEG format, as shown in Figure 1a. Thus, unlike Sam-
ple A, Sample B would transfer more efficiently without any
preprocessing offloading. As further illustrated by Figure 1b,
while 76% of OpenImages exhibit size reductions post certain
preprocessing operations, 24% are smallest in their raw JPEG
format and should not undergo offloading. A similar pattern
is observed with ImageNet, with 26% of images benefiting
from offloading, while 74% do not, underscoring the need
for a tailored offloading strategy.
Finding #4: Preprocessing traffic reductions have varying

CPU costs. Reflecting on previous research, preprocessing
tasks are notably CPU-intensive [17, 32, 33]. When such
tasks are offloaded to remote storage nodes, which typically
possess lesser CPU capabilities compared to compute nodes,
considerable CPU overhead is incurred. This scenario high-
lights the need for weighing this overhead against efficiency
gains. To better understand this tradeoff, we measured pre-
processing time for each operation and image in the 12GB
subset, with the raw data cached in memory and processed
using 8 CPU cores running in parallel. For each image, we
then calculated the preprocessing time cost needed to offload
in order to reach the minimum data transfer.

As illustrated in Figure 1c, the ratio of file size reduction
to preprocessing time across the OpenImages dataset serves
as an indicator of the trade-off between network traffic sav-
ings and the CPU time cost. Notably, 24% of images attain
their minimum size in raw JPEG and thus exhibit a ratio
of 0 and do not need offloading. For the remaining 76% of
images, this ratio varies, necessitating a refined offloading
strategy that prioritizes images yielding the highest network
traffic savings per unit of CPU time, particularly when CPU
resources at the storage node are limited.

Finding #5: DL workloads exhibit varying demands for pre-

processing offloading, which calls for customized offloading de-

cisions. As depicted in Figure 1d, the GPU utilization across
three distinct models—trained using the same configuration
of a V100 GPU, ample CPUs, and constrained bandwidth
to remote storage—is different. Specifically, ResNet50, with

Figure 2. SOPHON Design Overview.

high GPU compute intensity, achieves near-maximal GPU
utilization, rendering it less susceptible to gains from pre-
processing offloading. Conversely, ResNet18, with lighter
GPU compute requirements, spends about 65% of its time in
a data-fetching idle state, suggesting considerable offload-
ing benefits. Hence, the decision regarding preprocessing
offloading should not only factor in image size and prepro-
cessing time but also account for the resource demands and
characteristics of each workload.

3 Design

Based on Finding #1, there exists a substantial opportunity to
improve data fetching efficiency in DL training through the
strategic offloading of preprocessing tasks. However, Find-
ings #2-5 also highlight several challenges that need to be
addressed in order to fully capitalize on these opportunities.
An efficient offloading framework must: (1) assess the need
for preprocessing offloading to mitigate network traffic for
specific workloads, (2) choose appropriate data samples for
preprocessing offloading, and (3) select the precise prepro-
cessing operations to offload for each sample.

To tackle these challenges, we introduce SOPHON (Selecti-
vely Offloading Preprocessing with Hybrid Operations Near-
storage), a solution engineered to selectively offload DL pre-
processing to remote storage servers, aiming at minimizing
data transfer traffic. SOPHON is designed to systematically
navigate each of these decision points, utilizing online data
analysis and adaptive algorithms to tailor offloading deci-
sions to the unique demands of each training scenario.
SOPHON has two key components: a two-stage profiler

that collects essential metrics for informed offloading de-
cisions, and a decision engine that determines the optimal
offloading strategy using these metrics.

Figure 2 illustrates how SOPHON works. ⃝𝑎 The profiler
first assesses GPU, CPU, and I/O throughput to determine if
the given DL workload needs offloading to reduce I/O con-
straints.⃝𝑏 If the workload is I/O-bound, SOPHONmoves to
the second profiling stage, noting the time and size changes
for each preprocessing step across all samples. ⃝𝑐 With de-
tailed metrics and knowledge of compute and storage node
resources, SOPHON formulates the best offloading plan per
sample. ⃝𝑑 Offloading directives for each sample are then
incorporated into data fetch requests to the storage server, de-
tailing the specific operations for offloading. ⃝𝑒 The storage
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server processes these operations as instructed, sending back
the partially processed data to the compute node.⃝𝑓 Finally,
the compute node finishes any remaining preprocessing and
forwards the data to GPUs for training.

3.1 Two-Stage Profiler

To minimize the profiling overhead while collecting essen-
tial metrics for informed offloading decisions, our approach
harnesses a two-stage profiling process.

Inspired by Finding #5 and borrowing the idea from [17],
the first stage briefly assesses the primary bottleneck within
the workload by measuring GPU, I/O, and CPU throughput.
This is achieved by executing 50 batches under three distinct
settings: (1) model training on the GPU using synthetic data
to eliminate CPU or I/O delays, (2) data retrieval from re-
mote storage, devoid of CPU or GPU processing to isolate I/O
throughput, and (3) CPU-intensive preprocessing on the data
cached during the second setting to gauge CPU throughput.
This approach provides insights into the workload’s through-
put demands with minimal overhead (a typical training job
spans over 50 epochs, each with thousands of batches). If
the workload is I/O-bound, SOPHON proceeds to the second
profiling stage; otherwise, it defaults to the standard training
without offloading. CPU-bound scenarios may benefit from
other solutions to mitigate preprocessing delays [32, 33].
In the second stage, we collect details on CPU time for

preprocessing and changes in each sample’s size through
all preprocessing operations. This stage, requiring detailed,
sample-specific data, involves processing the entire dataset,
potentially incurring significant overhead. To minimize this,
we use an on-the-fly profiling method: we proceed with the
first training epoch without offloading any preprocessing
tasks and collect essential per-sample metrics. This approach
effectively lowers profiling overhead, facilitating efficient
acquisition of performance data.

We currently assume identical CPU types on compute and
storage nodes, allowing preprocessing times profiled on the
compute node to be used for the storage node. We plan to
explore heterogeneous CPU scenarios in the future.

3.2 Offloading Policy

Leveraging the metrics obtained through comprehensive
profiling, SOPHON determines the most advantageous of-
floading strategy based on Findings #2-4.
Our strategy evaluates the potential size reduction and

required preprocessing time for each data sample to reach
its minimum size. Samples showing size reduction compared
to their raw forms are considered for offloading. SOPHON
measures offloading efficiency by the ratio of size reduction
to preprocessing time, where a higher ratio suggests bet-
ter potential for data traffic reduction per CPU time spent.
Therefore, samples are selected for offloading in descending
order of efficiency, prioritizing those with the most signifi-
cant effect on reducing data traffic.

SOPHONmakes the decision based on four keymetrics: (1)
TG: The GPU time for one training epoch; (2) TCC: The CPU
time on the compute node for local preprocessing, calculated
as the total local preprocessing time divided by the CPU
core count; (3) TCS: The CPU time on the storage node for of-
floaded preprocessing tasks, determined by dividing the total
offloaded preprocessing time by the storage node’s available
CPU core count; (4) TNet: The time for data transfer from
remote storage to the compute node over one epoch, derived
from the total data traffic and the network bandwidth.
The first step uses a baseline profile without any offload-

ing, characterized by 𝑇𝑁𝑒𝑡 as the predominant metric due
to the I/O-bound nature of the workload and 𝑇𝐶𝑆 being 0
(no offloading). From this point, SOPHON selects the sample
with the highest offloading efficiency, effecting a reduction
in both 𝑇𝐶𝐶 and 𝑇𝑁𝑒𝑡 while elevating 𝑇𝐶𝑆 . The goal is to
aggressively minimize network traffic until it ceases to be
the limiting factor. This iterative selection of high-efficiency
samples continues until either of two conditions is met: (1)
𝑇𝑁𝑒𝑡 ceases to be the predominant metric, or (2) no further
samples with positive offloading efficiency remain. Through
this algorithm, SOPHON minimizes network traffic without
imposing excessive preprocessing load on the storage server.

3.3 Why Not Preprocess Just Once

One could contemplate a strategy where samples are se-
lectively preprocessed just once to minimum size and then
stored for reuse across all epochs. While this simplifies the
process, it risks diminishing training accuracy. Random aug-
mentations, typically applied during online preprocessing,
are crucial for DL training accuracy and should be performed
in each epoch. In contrast, our solution retains the original
training’s preprocessing logic and preserves accuracy.

4 Evaluation

We implement SOPHON in Python on top of PyTorch 1.8.0 in
around 990 LOC. We utilize the gRPC framework to facilitate
communication for data fetch requests and responses.
We evaluate SOPHON with small-scale experiments to

quickly gauge its performance and demonstrate its benefits.
We plan to use more realistic settings in the future.

WorkloadBenchmarks:Webenchmark the performance
of SOPHON on image classification tasks within DL train-
ing. We utilize the official PyTorch example training script,
taken directly from its GitHub repository [41]. We train the
AlexNet model, which is characterized as compute-light and
thus is easily bottlenecked by data fetching. We conduct ex-
periments on subsets of two popular datasets in computer
vision DL research: a 12GB subset of OpenImages [22] and
an 11GB subset of ImageNet [42].

Experiment Setup: We use a two-node setup: one as the
compute node equipped with an RTX-6000 GPU , and the
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other as the storage server node. Both nodes utilize two In-
tel Xeon Gold 6126 @ 2.60GHz processors. On the compute
node, we allocate 48 logical cores to eliminate preprocessing
bottlenecks in the original workload, thereby making I/O the
bottleneck. The storage node’s CPU allocation is varied to
assess the impact of CPU overhead introduced by offloading
preprocessing. To simulate a bandwidth-constrained environ-
ment, we cap the network throughput at 500 Mbps. Further-
more, on the storage node, datasets are cached in memory to
mirror the frequently assumed condition where intra-cluster
bandwidth vastly exceeds inter-cluster bandwidth [37–40].
Simulation of Real-World Configuration:While we

use small subsets that technically could fit into local storage,
our experiments consistently fetch data from the remote stor-
age node. This mimics real-world scenarios where datasets
exceed local storage capacities. For example, the full Open-
Images dataset totals 18TB [19, 43]. Each subset used in our
experiments comprises over 40,000 images, randomly se-
lected from the original dataset to represent the variety in
sizes and preprocessing costs found in the full dataset.

We limit the network bandwidth to 500 Mbps to introduce
a remote I/O bottleneck even when training with a single
RTX-6000 GPU. In practical scenarios, training ResNet50 on
ImageNet with 8 V100 GPUs requires nearly 16 Gbps of I/O
bandwidth to fully utilize GPUs [19, 20], and even a 10 Gbps
network could cause a significant remote I/O bottleneck.

Additionally, on the storage node, we cache the datasets in
memory to ensure that the intra-node data read bandwidth
is much higher than the network bandwidth between our
two nodes. This setup mimics typical real-world conditions
where the aggregate intra-cluster bandwidth of distributed
storage systems greatly surpasses the inter-cluster network
bandwidth, a common assumption in prior research [37–40].

Baselines: We establish several baselines for comparison:
No-Off, the original training pipeline without preprocess-
ing offloading; All-Off, with all preprocessing operations
of all samples offloaded to the storage node; FastFlow [33],
a preprocessing offloading framework designed to alleviate
CPU bottlenecks, which treats all preprocessing operations
as a single unit and does not differentiate between data sam-
ples; and Resize-Off, which offloads only the Decode and
RandomResizedCrop operations to the storage node, based
on the observation that resizing reduces many images’ sizes.

Our evaluation of SOPHON spans two distinct scenarios:
one with ample CPU cores at the remote storage, and another
where CPU resources are limited.

4.1 Ample CPU Cores on Storage Node

We start our evaluation using a storage node with ample
(48) CPU cores to maximize the benefits of preprocessing
offloading. Figure 3 displays both training times and data
traffic per epoch for all offloading policies.
All-Off has the longest training time across all policies,

increasing data traffic by 1.9x for OpenImages and 5.1x for
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Figure 3. SOPHON’s effect with ample CPU cores.

SOPHON cuts traffic/epoch time when storage node has ample CPUs.
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Figure 4. SOPHON’s effect with limited CPU cores.

SOPHON finds the best solution when storage node has limited CPUs.

ImageNet when compared to No-Off. This is due to the data
being converted into float tensors, which results in substan-
tially larger sizes for most samples.

FastFlow chooses to not offload preprocessing in the eval-
uated setups. This decision is informed by its coarse-grained
profiling analysis, which indicates that offloading all opera-
tions would lead to increased training time.
Resize-Off reduces data traffic by 2x for the OpenImages

dataset compared to No-Off due to the large raw sizes of most
images (76% of samples become smaller after Decode and
RandomResizedCrop.) However, Resize-Off increases traffic

by 1.3x compared to No-Off for the ImageNet dataset due to
its smaller average image size (only 26% of samples become
smaller after Decode and RandomResizedCrop.)

SOPHON improves performance for both datasets, thanks
to its fine-grained offloading. For OpenImages, SOPHON
achieves a 2.2x reduction in data traffic compared to No-Off,
outperforming Resize-Off by not offloading preprocessing
for samples that do not benefit. Unlike Resize-Off, SOPHON
manages to reduce data traffic by 1.2x for ImageNet, thereby
reducing training time. Selectively offloading preprocessing
steps based on which images become smaller during pre-
processing allows SOPHON to treat each sample optimally.

4.2 Limited CPU Cores on Storage Node

Next, we evaluate SOPHON’s efficacy by varying the number
of CPU cores allocated for preprocessing on the storage node.
We focus on the OpenImages dataset, which has demon-
strated greater benefits from preprocessing offloading. We
don’t include results for the ImageNet dataset due to space
constraints. Figure 4 shows the results for OpenImages.
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All-Off results in the longest training time due to increased
data traffic. Additionally, training time is further increased
when only 1 CPU core is allocated for remote preprocessing,
as the remote CPU overhead creates a bottleneck.
FastFlow consistently decides against preprocessing of-

floading as it anticipates that offloading all operations would
increase the training time.

Resize-Off achieves the lowest data traffic among all con-
figurations. However, its training time is not optimal as it
offloads an excessive amount of preprocessing to the remote
server, causing CPU overhead to create a new bottleneck.
When the storage node has ≤ 2 CPU cores available for
preprocessing, Resize-Off performs even worse than No-Off.

Finally, SOPHON exhibits the shortest training time among
all policies, effectively balancing the trade-off between data
traffic reduction and offloaded CPU overhead. Notably, there
are diminishing returns for training time when allocating ad-
ditional CPU cores. For instance, the transition from 0 cores
to 1 leads to a 22-second reduction in epoch time, whereas
moving from 4 to 5 CPU cores results in only a 9-second
reduction. This demonstrates SOPHON’s proficiency in se-
lecting samples for offloading with the highest efficiencies,
optimizing outcomes even under CPU constraints.

5 Discussion

While our work manages to reduce remote data traffic for
specific DL training workloads, we understand that it might
not help in some scenarios. Below we discuss the use cases
of SOPHON and scenarios where it might not be beneficial.
Remote I/O bottleneck in DL Training: DL training

often involves large datasets to enhance model accuracy. For
instance, the Google OpenImages dataset totals 18TB [19, 43].
Such large datasets often exceed local storage capacities,
leading to the use of remote cloud storage services to fetch
data during training. In some GPU clusters, 97.3% of DL jobs
store their data in cloud storage [20], resulting in a separation
between GPU clusters and remote storage.
The rapid advancement in GPU computation speeds ne-

cessitates high-speed data transfers to avoid data stalls [16–
20, 27, 28]. Furthermore, GPU clusters often run hundreds
or thousands of DL training jobs simultaneously, putting
substantial strain on the network between GPU clusters and
remote storage. For example, a 400 V100 GPU cluster re-
quires an aggregate I/O bandwidth of 200Gbps [20], while
Azure’s maximum egress bandwidth is only 120Gbps [44].
This remote I/O bottleneck is likely to worsen in the future
due to the fast evolvement of GPUs [20].

SOPHON is effective for such scenarios where remote I/O
bottlenecks may occur, as it reduces remote data traffic.

DL Training with Essential Need for Online Prepro-

cessing: Many DL training jobs, especially computer vision
models, require online preprocessing to enhance training ac-
curacy. These workloads provide opportunities for SOPHON
to reduce data traffic via selective preprocessing offloading.

Near Storage Processing Support:Modern cloud stor-
age services increasingly support near-storage data process-
ing, facilitating the offloading strategies of SOPHON. For
instance, Ceph enables near-storage data processing through
dynamic object interfaces [45]. Similarly, Amazon S3 Object
Lambda allows users to submit custom data processing code
that is executed automatically before data is returned [46].

ScenariosWhere SOPHONMightNotWork: SOPHON
may not help for Large Language Models (LLMs), where
input data preprocessing is less critical for accuracy, limiting
opportunities for preprocessing offloading. Though LLMs are
becoming more popular, a substantial number of DL training
jobs still exist in current clusters. This is because LLMs are
often very expensive to run, while many DL models can
achieve satisfactory accuracy at a much lower cost.

SOPHON assumes CPU-based preprocessing and currently
doesn’t support GPU-based strategies like NVIDIA DALI
[47]. However, we believe our findings also points to new
opportunities in GPU-based preprocessing scenarios. For ex-
ample, one can selectively split preprocessing tasks between
GPUs and CPUs to reduce CPU-GPU data transfers.
SOPHON doesn’t help when the entire dataset can fit

into local storage and thus remote I/O is not needed. For
such training scenarios, many prior works have focused on
alleviating the potential local I/O bottleneck through effcient
caching and prefetching strategies[16, 17, 27].

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We reveal opportunities and challenges in reducing data traf-
fic through strategic preprocessing offloading in DL training.
We propose SOPHON, a framework that selectively offloads
preprocessing tasks to minimize data traffic, utilizing online
profiling and adaptive algorithms to optimize for every sam-
ple. Our preliminary results demonstrate that SOPHON can
effectively reduce data traffic and training time.
Future Work: We plan to design a strategy to selectively

compress preprocessed data, further reducing data traffic
while considering potential CPU overhead increases. Ad-
ditionally, we aim to extend support to environments with
heterogeneous CPU types across compute and storage nodes.

Furthermore, we intend to explore the implementation of
SOPHON in multi-tenant environments. We plan to develop
a scheduler to efficiently allocate storage-side CPUs among
multiple jobs, maximizing global training efficiency.
We will also study a wider variety of DL training work-

loads across various domains and conduct evaluations in
more comprehensive settings.
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